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As mentioned in the paper this supplemental note discusses the following points:
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Calculation of the velocity vectors
Details on the implementation
Details on the modified depth term
Details on the factor φ(θdif f ) in Eq. (6)
Details fitting the continuous distribution
Complete list of parameter settings

Calculation of the Velocity Vectors

In our particle filter implementation velocity vectors vit and eit are attached to each particle Hti . They describe the previous translational and rotational motion for the particle.
i
After each sampling step (see Sec. 3.2) new velocity vectors vt+1
and eit+1 are calcui
i
.
lated from the original particle Ht and the newly sampled preliminary particle Ĥt+1
The new translational velocity vector is calculated as:
i
vt+1
= t̂it+1 − tit ,

(1)

where t̂it+1 and tit are the 3D vectors corresponding to the translational components of
i
the new preliminary particle Ĥt+1
and the original particle Hti , respectively.
The new rotational velocity vector is calculated as the rotation vector of the difference rotation between the rotational components:
i
eit+1 = r(R̂t+1
Rti

−1

),

(2)

i
where R̂t+1
and Rti are the matrix representations of the rotational components of the
i
new preliminary particle Ĥt+1
and the original particle Hti , respectively. The term r(A)
shall represent the rotation vector corresponding to a rotation matrix A.
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Details on the Implementation
Evaluation of the Forest

We found the per frame evaluation time of the forest for the entire 640 by 480 image to
be between 100 and 200ms. To increase the speed of our method we evaluate the forest
only for every second pixel in x- and y-direction. Additionally we consider only pixels
in a square window around the last estimated position of the object projected onto the
image. The width of the window in pixels is calculated as
w(H) = −1.2f δc /z,

(3)

where f is the focal length, δc is the objects diameter and z is the object’s z-component
of the translation from H. We set the object probability (see Eq. (1) in [1]) pc,i = 0 for
all pixels outside the window and every other second pixel in x and y-direction.
2.2

Energy Evaluation

As in [1] the calculation of the energy E(H) is performed on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Since we evaluate the forest only in every second pixel in x- and ydirection, we can also reduce the resolution of the rendered images by half.
2.3

Sampling

In the construction of our proposal distribution we use a sampling scheme similar to the
one in [1] (see Fig. 2(g)). We will now describe in detail where our procedure differs
from [1].
The sampling process described in [1] draws a random pixel according to pc,i from
the entire image followed by two more in its vicinity. We in contrast, consider only
pixels inside a square window around the projected center of H̃ center . We calculate the
width of the window as
w(H̃ center ) = −f δc /z̃,
(4)
where z̃ is the object’s z-component of the translation from H̃ center . In [1] an error is
calculated for each sampled hypothesis by mapping the predicted object coordinates of
the three pixels into camera space using the Hypothesis H and comparing them with the
observed 3D camera coordinates. Hypotheses are accepted, if their error is below 5%
of the objects diameter δc . We use a different error measure, based on the assumption,
that the distance between two points in camera and object space should be identical. We
calculate the Euclidean distance between each possible pair of points out of the three.
We do this in camera and object space and for each pair compute the difference between
the two. Our error measure is defined as the maximum of these differences. We accept
a hypothesis whenever its error is smaller than the objects diameter δc . While in [1]
sampling is repeated until 210 hypotheses are accepted, we sample 500 times. In cases
where less than 5 hypotheses are accepted, we stop calculation of the global estimate
and use only the local estimate.
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Optimization

As the final step in the construction of our proposal distribution (Sec. 3.5) we perform
optimization using a general purpose optimization algorithm. We use the Constrained
Optimization BY Linear Approximations (COBYLA) algorithm by Powell [2]. We use
the implementation from the NLopt library [3].
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Details on the Modified Depth Term

To cope better with occlusion, we use a simple modification of the depth term in our
energy. Depth values that lie in front of the object can be explained by occlusion. This
is not the case for depth values that lie behind the object. Our modification accounts for
this by reducing the threshold of possible punishment for values in front of the object.
For each pixel j Brachmann et al. [1] use a robust error function

f (dj , d∗j (H)) = min ||x(dj ) − x(d∗j (H))||, τd /τd ,
(5)
in the depth term. It limits the punishment of depth deviation. We use the following
modification:
(

min ||x(dj ) − x(d∗j (H))||, τd /τd
if dj < d∗j (H)
occ
∗

f (dj , dj (H)) =
, (6)
min ||x(dj ) − x(d∗j (H))||, τdocc /τd else
where τdocc is an additional threshold.
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Details on the Factor φ(θ dif f ) in Eq. (6)

In order to map the probability density (up to a constant factor) from the one dimensional von Mises distribution to the 3D group of rotations SO(3) we require a factor
φ(θdif f ) =

1
16π sin2

θ dif f
2

,

(7)

depending on the angular difference θdif f .
We will now discuss this factor and its origin in more detail. The factor compensates
two mappings: Firstly a coordinate transform from spherical coordinates to Cartesian
coordinates inside the tangential space around the source location and secondly the
transport to the tangential space of the target location H center .
4.1

Mapping from Spherical Coordinates to Tangential Space

Let us now discuss the first of the two mappings. In the 3D tangential space a vector
corresponds to a rotation. The direction defines the axis of rotation and the length of
the vector is equal to the angle of rotation. Since all axis are assumed to have equal
probability, each particular angle θdif f corresponds to a sphere of radius θdif f centered
at the origin of the tangential space at H center . Our von Mises distribution is defined in
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the space of possible angles, it is thus a distribution of these radii. Since the surface of
these spheres depends quadratically on the radius θdif f , we have to apply the quadratic
factor
1
(8)
φ̂(θdif f ) =
2
dif
4πθ f
to transform the densities from our von Mises distribution, to this tangent space. The
larger the difference angle θdif f the smaller will be the resulting densities in the tangent
space.
4.2

Mapping from Source to Target Tangential Space
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Fig. 1. The same set of rotations depicted once in the tangential space around the identity rotation
(red) and once in the tangential space around the center of the set (blue). The density in the latter
case is larger. The data points were shifted to lie on top of each other for comparison.

Calculating a density at a specific position x on the manifold of rotations SO(3)
should be done in the tangential space at the position x. Using a different tangential
space will yield different density estimates (see Fig. 1). To map the density calculated
in our source tangential space to the tangential space around the target position, we have
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Fig. 2. The fuction φ̌(θdif f ) that maps densities between tangential spaces. Note that the difference angle θdif f can only have values between 0 and π.

to use the following factor
φ̌(θ

dif f

)=

θ dif f
2
dif f
sin ( θ 2 )

!2
.

(9)

The larger the angular distance between source and target rotation the larger will be the
resulting factor (see Fig. 2). Together with supplementary Eq. (8) we can calculate
φ(θdif f ) = φ̂(θdif f )φ̌(θdif f ) =

1
16π sin2

θ dif f
2

.

(10)

In our experiments we use an approximate mapping, by assuming φ(θdif f ) = 1. The
benefits of using supplementary Eq. (10) instead are yet to be investigated. A discussion
of tangential spaces for rotations can be found in [4].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the numerically estimated density (red) and the density calculated with
supplementary Eq. (10) (green). We generated angles from a one dimensional circular uniform
distribution and picked random rotation axis to sample rotations. These samples were than multiplied with a rotation of θ = 0.05rad around the x-axis. We estimated the normalized density of
samples at the origin in the tangent space around zero by counting the number of samples that
fell inside a small sphere of radius  = 0.0015rad, and dividing the number by the sphere volume
and by the total number of samples we used. The estimated density converges towards the vale
calculated by supplementary Eq. (10).
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Details on Fitting the Continuous Distribution

During the construction of our proposal distribution we fit a continuous distribution
f (H; H center , Σ, κ) to a set of extrapolated particles S̃t+1 . We will now describe the
fitting process in detail.
We calculate the translational component of H̃ center as the mean translation of
S̃t+1 . We then use it to calculate the covariance matrix Σ̃ of the translational components of S̃t+1 .
To find our estimate κ̃ for the concentration parameter we calculate the angle θ̃dif f,i
−1
of the difference rotation R̃i R̃center between the rotational component R̃center of
H̃ center and the rotational component R̃i of each H̃ i ∈ S̃t+1 . Since we do not know
the direction of the rotations we apply a random sign to each θ̃dif f,i and finally use
Eq. (4) from [5] to compute κ̃. Note that we add an additional constant c = 1e − 4 to
the denominator for numerical stability.
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Complete List of Parameter Settings

The following settings were used in all experiments:
Training Parameters
maximum feature offset:
number of features generated at each node:
ratio of ‘da-d’ to ‘da-rgb’ features
number of trees |T |:
random pixels per image to learn tree structure:
random pixels per image to learn leaf distributions:
stopping criterion: minimum number of pixels per node:

20 pixel meters
1000
0.5
3
1000
5000
50

General Testing Parameters
number of particles N :
70
control parameter α:
20
depth
depth comp. weight λ
:
10
coordinate comp. weight λcoord :
2
object comp. weight λobj :
10
threshold τd used in Ecdepth :
50 mm
additional threshold τdocc used in Ecdepth :
30 mm
threshold τy used in Eccoord :
(0.2 · δc )2
coord
threshold τpc used in Ec
10−8
:
number of Hypothesis to be sampled:
500
threshold used during sampling of poses:
0.05 · δc
inlier threshold used in refinement:
20 mm
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Proposal Distribution Parameters
covariance matrix for prop. dist. Σ prop :
std of random translation in prop.dist. σTprop : √
prop
std of random rotation in prop.dist. σR
= 1/ κprop :
prop 2
concentration parameter in prop.dist. κprop = 1/σR
:
global
maximum iterations for refinement of Ht+1 :
local
maximum iterations for refinement of Ht+1
:
est
maximum iterations for final optimization of Ht+1
:
prop
mixture weight in prop. dist. α
:

IσTprop
2mm
0.01rad
10000
15
15
30
0.5

The following motion model parameters were used in all experiments performed on the
dataset of Choi and Christensen [6]:
Motion Model Parameters (Dataset from Choi and Christensen [6])
damping parameter for translation λT :
0.7
damping parameter for translation λR :
0.6
std of random translation σT :
14mm
√
mm
std of random rotation in motion model σR = 1/ κ : 0.05rad
2
: 400
concentration parameter in motion model κmm = 1/σR
The following motion model parameters were used in all experiments performed on our
data set:
Motion Model Parameters (Our Dataset)
damping parameter for translation λT :
0.7
damping parameter for translation λR :
0.6
std of random translation σT :
20mm
√
std of random rotation in motion model σR = 1/ κmm : 0.15rad
2
¯
: 44.44
concentration parameter in motion model κmm = 1/σR
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